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Interaction with Virtual Content using Augmented Reality: a
User Study in Assembly Procedures
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Assembly procedures are a common task in several domains of application. Augmented Reality (AR) has
been considered as having great potential in assisting users while performing such tasks. However, poor
interaction design and lack of studies, often results in complex and hard to use AR systems. This paper
considers three different interaction methods for assembly procedures (Touch gestures in a mobile device;
Mobile Device movements; 3D Controllers and See-through HMD). It also describes a controlled experiment
aimed at comparing acceptance and usability between these methods in an assembly task using Lego blocks.
The main conclusions are that participants were faster using the 3D controllers and Video see-through HMD.
Participants also preferred the HMD condition, even though some reported light symptoms of nausea, sickness
and/or disorientation, probably due to limited resolution of the HMD cameras used in the video see-through
setting and some latency issues. In addition, although some research claims that manipulation of virtual objects
with movements of the mobile device can be considered as natural, this condition was the least preferred by
the participants.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented reality; User studies; Usability
testing; • Applied computing→ Computer-aided manufacturing;

Keywords: Augmented Reality; Assembly Guidance; Interaction; Touch Gestures; Device movement; Mid-air
Gestures - Controllers, User Study.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality (AR) is a promising technology for guidance in assembly procedures. Through
AR, it is possible to display relevant information [3] in the field of view of users while performing
assembly procedures. This includes step-by-step instructions, 3D illustrations, or other relevant data
for the on-going task. [26]. Numerous studies recognize that AR promotes learning and facilitate
effective training [25, 32, 38, 39, 46]. Moreover, AR has also been shown to outperform Virtual
Reality (VR), which in turn outperform conventional paper instructions by a great margin [29].
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These advantages, combined with the emergence of more affordable and powerful devices [12],
make AR particularly suitable for assembly guidance in different areas of application [4, 27, 50].
The usefulness of AR is directly related to the user interfaces and interaction methods AR can

provide. In this context, the study of innovative interfaces and interaction methods is of utmost
importance since it directly affects the effectiveness and efficiency of users [20, 21, 27]. Currently,
it is possible to identify at least six different categories of AR-based interfaces: traditional 3D user
interfaces, natural user interfaces, tangible AR interfaces, emerging multimodal AR interfaces,
collaborative AR interfaces and finally hybrid AR interfaces [6, 27, 50].

Traditional 3D User Interfaces
Most traditional 3D User interfaces require the use of input devices like motion tracking sensors

(with 6 DOF). These allow tracking of various physical objects including the user’s body motion,
and let users point, select or manipulate virtual objects. One of the most prominent problems is that
the methods used for interacting with virtual objects are different from interacting with physical
objects, where users mainly use their hands for direct manipulation [6].

Tangible AR Interfaces
To minimize the virtual/real object manipulation of traditional 3D User Interfaces, a possible

solution is the use of tangible interfaces in which virtual objects are assigned to physical ones to
ease interaction. Virtual objects can then be interacted with by manipulating the corresponding
tangible objects in an intuitive, natural and seamless way. Billinghurst et al. developed a set of
design principles that tangible AR interfaces should follow to be intuitive to use and provide
seamless interaction with virtual content [5, 8]:

• Support 3D interaction, allowing to move, rotate and approximate virtual objects;
• Support the use of physical objects for manipulating virtual content;
• Match the physical constraints of the object to the requirements of the task;
• Support manipulation of multiple objects at the same time.

Natural User Interfaces in AR
More recently, support to natural user interfaces in AR, using bare hand input (mid-air interac-

tion) has been actively investigated. Advance in computer vision technology enable recognizing
users body motion and gestures in real time without requiring the user to wear any sensors. Despite
its simplicity, mid-air interaction is considered tiring for long-term use and is prominently used in
the field of motor dysfunction assessment and rehabilitation [6, 27].

Multimodal AR Interfaces
To provide richer interactivity in AR, there have been efforts to combine different modalities

of input into multimodal interfaces. Multimodal interfaces are often preferred by users [45] and
support natural human language and behavior such as speech, touch or natural hand gestures as
interaction methods. Users might need to use additional Hardware (like gloves or special input
tool in their hands or body) or not (in mid-air interaction for example). Some research also studied
the use of small cameras (incorporated into eye-wear) to determine gaze from eye monitoring, an
interesting alternative that require additional calibration and filtering to be robust to involuntary
eye movements [28]. Multimodal interfaces are interesting as they offer the freedom to select the
preferred mode of interaction depending on the context, and provide intuitive ways of interaction
with AR (visual and audio) cues superimposed on the real world [6, 45].
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Collaborative AR Interfaces
Collaborative interfaces are used for both face-to-face and remote collaboration and aim to

support communication between users. In face-to-face collaboration, these interfaces are used to
enhance the shared physical world and create an interface for computer supported cooperative work.
Similarly, in remote collaboration, collaborative interfaces may enhance communication using gaze,
visual, audio and other non-verbal cues like gestures, and/ormanipulation of virtual objects [5, 7, 27].

Hybrid AR Interfaces
Hybrid interfaces allow the use of multiple displays and different interaction devices, depending

on the user’s current needs and real-world context. Hybrid user interfaces should be built upon
a flexible infrastructure that allows the use of several input devices and interaction techniques
[5, 41, 50].

Although most AR user interfaces focus on selection and manipulation of virtual content, poor
interaction design and lack of studies make most AR systems difficult to use [21, 31] requiring
further research on the topic [16, 27].
This paper presents a user study comparing three interaction methods in AR for assembly

scenarios. We selected two interaction methods based on Handheld AR (touch gesture and device
movement) as mobile devices present very interesting characteristics: availability, low cost, ease of
use, user acceptance based on daily use and presence of multiple sensors. The other method evalu-
ated is based on a video see-through HMD and 3D controllers, a configuration offering hands-free
capabilities and a more immersive experience. To compare these methods, we performed a user
study with 27 participants performing an assembly task using Lego brick pieces, evaluating perfor-
mance, ease of use and acceptance. The rest of the paper describes related works, the experimental
design and setup, and a discussion of the results, as well as conclusions and ideas for future work.

2 AUGMENTED REALITY IN ASSEMBLY GUIDANCE
Several research works have been performed using different AR-based methods to assist assem-
bly procedures. To structure our literature review, we identify three main components: the AR
experience provided, the interaction methods used and the feedback given to the users (Figure 1).

2.1 AR experiences
Different assembly experiences can be provided to the users by seamlessly combining real world
with various computer-generated contents. These experiences can be provided though the use
of See-through AR, Indirect AR, Handheld AR or Spatial AR. These experiences can benefit from
tracking mechanisms to detect assembly errors in real-time and monitor the current state of the
assembly sequence, even though only a reduce number of works has explored such mechanisms
[2].

Tang et al. (2003) explored See-through AR HMD to present assembly instructions. A user study
with 75 participants was conducted using brick blocks. Participants had to complete an assembly
task following instructions in different formats: 1- Printed media, 2- Instructions on a monitor, 3-
Instructions on a See-through HMD, 4- Spatially registered AR instructions on a See-through HMD.
Results showed that AR-based systems can improve task performance (lowest average time and
number of errors) and reduced mental workload on assembly tasks compared to other media [44].
Loch et al. (2016) studied Indirect AR integrated in workstation using a camera to track the

user’s workflow, following the assembly procedures automatically. The study involved 17 students
using brick blocks comparing the system with video-based assistance regarding performance, user
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acceptance and mental workload. Results showed improvements in accuracy, task performance and
reduction in the number of errors and task time when AR was used [34].

Recently, Lai et al. (2020) introduced a system consisting of multi-modal AR-based instructions,
with the support of deep learning for tool detection. The multi-modal AR rendering may provide
various on-site instructions as texts, videos or 3D animations. The detector is developed using a
Faster R-CNN model trained on a CAD-based synthetic tool dataset, which detects real physical
tools with an average precision of 84.7%. To demonstrate its ability in assisting human operators to
perform complex assembly tasks, a case study was conducted focusing on a mechanical assembly
of a CNC carving machine. Results showed that the system helped reduce the time and errors of
the given assembly tasks by 33.2% and 32.4%, respectively [30].

Fig. 1. Main components of Augmented Reality in assembly guidance.

Nishihara and Okamoto (2015) presented one of the first solutions using Handheld AR (instead
of the traditional AR-enabled See-through HMD) with image analysis and processing for object
recognition and display of assembly instructions. The solution was tested using a Pentamino Puzzle.
The work focused mainly on the image processing algorithm that obtained a 98% success rate using
a recognition based on the combination of the canny edge detection algorithm, morphology closing
and border following algorithm. However, no formal evaluation with users was performed [37].
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Funk et al. (2017) conducted a long-term study using Spatial AR in an industrial assembly
hall, considering expert and untrained workers. Their results indicate a decrease in performance
for expert workers, despite an increase in the perceived cognitive load. Regarding the untrained
workers, the use of Spatial AR in-situ instructions was considered useful during the learning phase
[18].

More recently, Alves et al. (2019) also explored the use of Spatial AR for assembly guidance using
a validation process. A study to compare different AR solution regarding user performance, ease of
use, and acceptance was conducted with 15 students using brick blocks. Results showed participants
made fewer errors and were significantly faster using the Spatial AR condition. Moreover, a Nasa
TLX rating also showed that the Spatial AR condition had a slightly lower cognitive load on the
participants [2].

2.2 Interaction methods
Another important component of any AR guidance system is the type of interaction used to
complete the assembly procedures. Interaction can be provided through: touch gestures, device
movement, mid-air gestures, controllers, gloves or tangible mechanisms [20].

The widespread use of touch screens propelled by the democratization of mobile devices makes
touch gestures one of the most popular input method for virtual object manipulation. These gestures
can be mapped from a 2D space (screen) to 3D world transformations as depicted in Figure 2 - (1)
[20, 33, 35].
Another natural way to interact with virtual objects can be achieved by following the real

movements of the user/device in 3D space [20]. Henrysson et al. (2005) proposed this method,
where the object position changed while the user moved the device, allowing to manipulate virtual
objects as illustrated in Figure 2 - (2) [23].

Mid-air interaction can be a powerful interaction mechanism as shown in Figure 2 - (3). Through
the years, several researchers have explored this interaction method using finger, one hand, both
hands and body detection approaches with different levels of complexity. The connection between
the user mid air gestures and the AR environment can be captured/performed using computer
vision, controllers, gloves or tangible mechanisms [20].

Radkowski et al. (2012) explored assembly procedures using hand tracking and hand gesture
recognition, without using a graspable device, following the generic conceptualization shown in
Figure 2 - (3.1). The mid air gestures allowed 3D object manipulation. Thus, a user can select,
manipulate, and assemble 3D models of mechanical systems. The authors also introduced a set of
interaction techniques as a direct mode and a precise mode. The direct mode allowed fast translation.
The precise mode facilitated a precise placing of virtual parts [40].

Another example was proposed by Buchmann et al. (2004) explored the use of gloves to track
the user’s fingers gestures and manipulate a virtual object in the augmented environment. More
recently, Hayatpur et al. (2019) explore the use of shape constraints to enable quick and precise
manipulation of virtual objects through gloves [22]. Both approaches included different types of
gestures: pointing, navigating and command gestures, following the generic conceptualization
depicted in Figure 2 - (3.2) [9].

Murakami et al. (2013) explored the use of controllers during the performance of assembly tasks,
following the generic conceptualization shown in Figure 2 - (3.3). The authors state users can
perform assembly activities that need large space through the use of controllers and that haptic
feedback can be an effective mechanism to assist them [36]. Likewise, Caputo et al. (2018) proposed
the “Smart Pin” approach, allowing users to select, translate, rotate and scale objects relying entirely
on the positional tracking of a single hand holding a controller. The method was compared to a
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two-handed manipulation technique (Handlebar). Results showed that most users preferred the
Smart Pin approach for its gestural comfort and ease of use [11].
Yuan et al. (2008) explored tangible interaction through a pen-like object with a certain colour

distribution. The authors tracked the pen in real-time and used it to trigger relevant buttons and
manipulate virtual content during assembly guidance [49]. A generic conceptualization of this
method of interaction is illustrated in Figure 2 - (3.4).

In fact, all the interaction methods can be used individually, but some scenarios might require to
combine them in order to address specific requirements, users or use of specific devices.

2.3 Feedback provided
The last component addresses the type of feedback given to the users during assembly procedures,
whether to present instructions or provide hints in the case of errors (if validation mechanisms are
used). Feedback can be provided in different forms: visual cues, audio cues or haptic devices.

Büttner et al. (2016) presented an in-depth analysis comparing three methods: paper instructions
(baseline), See-through AR and Spatial AR. For their study, the authors recruited 13 participants,
used brick blocks as case study and visual cues as the feedback mechanism. Spatial AR was used to
indicate the box containing the relevant parts. The assembling instructions were displayed as a
static image in the center of the users’s view in the HMD (using See-through AR) [10].
Webel et al. (2013) presented a solution for assembly procedure based on Handheld AR using

visual and audio cues and also haptic feedback through a bracelet. The authors explored virtual post-
its as a mechanism to provide instructions and feedback. These could be linked to contextualize
information and provide multimedia feedback through video and audio. Likewise, it was also
possible to use the bracelet to provide different forces/torques associated to specific stages of the
assembly procedure [48].

More recently, Siew et al. (2019) presented an AR-based system to provide adaptive support and
feedback to users. The system relies on an image-based step detection module to understand on
whether a step has been conducted correctly and uses a wrist-based haptic tracking to provide useful
feedback and awareness to the users within the workspace. The system has been demonstrated
through a case study with positive results, allowing the user to be more effective and willing to
accept guidance information during a maintenance process [42].
In summary, previous works show the potential of different AR characteristics for assisting

users during assembly procedures. Although a number of prototype systems using AR have been
proposed, limitations still exist when assisting complex assembly procedures, including intuitive
user interface, development of proper interaction methods, and lack of user studies [47].

3 PROTOTYPE FOR INTERACTION IN AUGMENTED REALITY
To compare different interaction methods using AR, we implemented a prototype to guide users
during a virtual assembly procedure, following previous work [1]. The prototype uses a mobile
device or an AR-enabled video see-through HMD to display the assembly instructions. We consider
these settings as they only require a single device (mobile or HMD) and no additional tracking or
hardware capabilities as the glove (3.2) and tangible interaction (3.4) conditions. The perspective
in which the instructions are shown is identical in all methods. During the assembly, only visual
feedback is provided to the users. The task studied consists in assembling a virtual model using
Lego brick block of different shapes and sizes. The system allows to use the three different methods
(Touchscreen gestures using a mobile device; Mobile Device movement; See-through HMD and
Controllers) to align virtual pieces in a predefined position and orientation indicated by a transparent
view of the piece in its final location.
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Fig. 2. Interaction example of Handheld AR using touch gestures (1), device movement (2) and mid-air
gestures (3) in the form of computer vision (3.1), gloves (3.2), controllers (3.3) and tangible interaction (3.4).
Inspired and adapted from: [20].

3.1 Method 1 - interaction using Touchscreen gestures / Touchscreen
The first interaction method uses a mobile device to augment the environment through the detection
of a pre-defined marker, as depicted in Figure 3. Users can select the virtual object from a pre-defined
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set and move it around the environment in two dimensions by dragging the finger in the screen,
keeping the depth of the objects locked as well as it’s rotation. These properties can be changed
using buttons that rotate the object ninety degrees and change the depth of object by a fixed amount
(0.50 cm). It is also possible to manipulate several objects at the same time, by selecting different
objects successively.

Fig. 3. Method 1 - Touch gesture interaction of virtual content using AR in a mobile device.

3.2 Method 2 - interaction using the Device’s Movement
The second method also allows the selection of virtual objects through touch in a mobile device but
the object pose is controlled by the device movement, as depicted in Figure 4. Once the virtual object
is selected, a bound is created between the piece and the device. This bound is a fixed geometric
relation implying that all six degrees of freedom of the object are anchored to the device. As such,
this method gives the user total 6 DOF control in the interaction process.

Fig. 4. Method 2 - Using movement of a mobile device to manipulate virtual content.
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3.3 Method 3 - interaction through HMD and Controllers
The third method explores the HTC Vive Pro HMD and its 3D controllers capabilities to manipulate
virtual objects, as shown in Figure 5. Instead of using markers like in the previous methods,
the prototype uses the HMD cameras (90fps at a 480 pixel resolution) to capture the real-world
environment and merge it with the virtual scene, thus creating an augmentation of reality. The
controllers provide a natural 6DOF interaction mechanism, allowing to select objects by ’press’ and
’hold’ the controllers trigger respectively and move them in the surrounding environment attached
to the controller.

Fig. 5. Method 3 - Using a See-through AR-enable HMD and its controllers to manipulate virtual content.

In all interaction methods, a color change of the selected piece indicates a correct placement
near its final desired position and orientation. To end the interaction when close to the desired
pose using the different interaction methods, rotation and translation thresholds were empirically
estimated. We set the empirically thresholds of a successful match to 8 degrees for rotation and 0.01
meters for translation. The prototype was developed using the Unity 3D game engine, combined
with specific SDKs for the different devices used. We also used the Vuforia library to recognize
predefined markers, thus placing the virtual content in the real-world environment.

4 SETUP AND METHOD
This study aimed to compare the usability and acceptance of the three AR-based assembly guidance
methods.

4.1 Experimental Design
A within-group experimental design was used. The null hypothesis (H0) considered was that the
three experimental conditions are equally usable to mount a pre-defined brick block structure. The
independent variable was the interaction method provided to the users, with three levels corre-
sponding to the experimental conditions: 1- Touch gestures using a mobile device (C1-Touchscreen):
The user performed the assembly using touch and gesture in the mobile device screen to manipulate
the pieces to their desired pose (Figure 6 - Left); 2- Mobile Device movement (C2-Movement): The
user performed the assembly with movements of the device in 3D space. Thus, the piece’s pose
changed while the user moved the device (Figure 6 - Middle); 3- Controllers and the See-through
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HMD (C3-HMD): The user performed the assembly using the controllers from the AR-enabled
See-through HMD, allowing to move the pieces to their correct pose (Figure 6 - Right).

Fig. 6. Study interaction conditions using: C1 - Touchscreen gestures using a mobile device (Left); C2 - Mobile
device Movement (Middle); C3 - Controllers and the See-through HMD (Right).

Performance measures and participants’ opinion were the dependent variables. The order in
which the conditions were performed, as well as participants’ demographic data and previous expe-
rience with AR and assembly were registered as secondary variables. To minimize learning effects
during the experiment, the participants were split into three groups and each group performed the
three conditions in different orders.

4.2 Tasks
The participants were required to assemble a single virtual car using Lego brick with all three
experimental conditions. The virtual car is made of 9 pieces, representing a generic assembly
process (applicable to general assembly tasks rather than assembly tasks in specific domains) with
a pre-defined solution (Figure 7), aiming to minimize bias towards a population with expertise
in a specific domain. The assembly process consisted of 9 procedural instructions that were 3
dimensional in nature. During each step, participants were required to place the brick piece in a
pre-defined pose (specific position and orientation) shown visually by a transparent Lego brick.

4.3 Measures
The data collection was conducted under the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. Two types
of measurements were taken: task performance, and participants’ opinion. Task performance is
defined based on the time of completion (logged by the device, measured in seconds). We considered
time required to place each specific brick piece in the correct pose and the total time required to
assemble the full model/car.
Participants’ opinion was obtained through a post-task questionnaire (taking into account the

works by [13, 15]), including: demographic information (age, gender, previous experience with VR,
AR, and AR in assembly tasks) and questions concerning the three conditions in order to assess
the performance and ease of use of each condition, as well as preferences. Questions 1 to 4 were
generic to the study, while questions 5 to 11 were repeated for each condition (Table 1).

4.4 Procedure
All participants used the three experimental conditions, but the order was varied among participants
(and registered as a secondary variable). At the beginning of the experiment, participants were
instructed about the experimental setup, the tasks and gave their informed consent. An adaptation
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Fig. 7. Brick block - assembly steps, with pieces identified by numbers in the augmented interface .

period was provided to experiment moving some Lego pieces to better understand the different
interactions available. Then, they were asked to consider two levels of priorities: perform the task
as accurately and as fast as possible. in the next stage, participants completed the assembly task
while observed by an experimenter who assisted them if they asked for help. The experimenter
used a standard form to make annotations (e.g. main difficulties, etc.). Immediately after completing
the task using the three conditions, participants answered the post-study questionnaire.

4.5 Participants
Twenty seven participants (5 female) aged from 18 to 46 years old, performed the assembly task and
completed the post-study questionnaire. Participants had various professions within the academic
community (e.g. Master and PhD students, Researchers and Teachers). 17 participants had previous
experience using AR. From these, 7 had never used AR for assembly guidance purposes before.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents and discusses the main results from the performance measures and opinions
using Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) [24], ANOVA [43] and non-parametric tests [19].

5.1 Overall completion time in each condition
Figure 8 shows the boxplots of the time required to complete the car assembly in each experimental
condition. Participants were faster when they used condition C3-HMD. The average times for
the three methods are 219.5s, 365.1s and 72.9s, respectively. As the preconditions for ANOVA
were not met, the alternative non-parametric Friedman test was used. The median times for
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Table 1. Post-task questionnaire for evaluating the performance and ease of use of the three conditions.
Questions 1 - 4 were generic to the study. Questions 5 - 11 were repeated for each condition. Questions 1 and
5 to 9 used a standard Likert-type Scale with 7 levels: 1- Totally disagree; 7- Totally agree.

# Question Response Type

Q1 Were the assembly instructions easy to un-
derstand? Likert-type Scale with 7 levels

Q2 Order the methods according to the prefer-
ence. Open Answer

Q3 After the experiment I had. dizziness, sickness, disorientation, none

Q4 Add additional comments you may con-
sider relevant. Open Answer

Q5 The manipulation and interaction are intu-
itive. Likert-type Scale with 7 levels

Q6 It is easy to place the object in the correct
position. Likert-type Scale with 7 levels

Q7 Manipulation and interaction have some
irritating characteristics. Likert-type Scale with 7 levels

Q8 Manipulation and interaction could im-
prove with training. Likert-type Scale with 7 levels

Q9 Please select your degree of satisfaction
towards this condition. Likert-type Scale with 7 levels

Q10 What were the main difficulties? Open Answer

Q11
Please add additional comments regarding
this specific condition, you may consider
relevant.

Open Answer

the three methods were significantly different (p-value=0.00) and multiple pairwise comparisons
(considering the Bonferroni correction) showed significant differences among all the methods
(HMD-Touch, p-value=0.001; HMD-Movement, p-value=0.000; Touch-Movement, p-value=0.013).
When categorizing the time of completion by the secondary variables participants’ gender and
previous experience with VR, AR and assembly, no significant differences were found. However,
when considering the time of completion regarding the secondary variable order of using each
experimental condition, the equality of means was rejected by an one-way ANOVA (p-value=0.037)
for C3-HMD. A pairwise comparison using the post-hoc test Least Significant Distance of Fisher
showed that with this condition participants took significantly longer when they used it in the
first place than when they used in second or third place. For the other conditions (C1-Touch and
C2-Movement) this effect was not significant.

5.2 Completion time by piece in each condition
Figure 9 presents the bar chart corresponding to the participants’ average completion time by
piece, while using each experimental condition. . Participants were faster when they used condition
C3-HMD. For condition C2-Movement the first piece took longer to place in the correct pose than
the other pieces, which might be due to a less intuitive interaction, as mentioned later by some
participants. It is also noticeable a time decrease along the sequence of pieces for this condition,
suggesting that a training period is necessary to master this interaction method.
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Fig. 8. Boxplots of completion times by experimental conditions C1-Touch, C2-Movement and C3-HMD.

Fig. 9. Average time by experimental condition for each piece: C1-Touch; C2-Movement; C3-HMD. A different
color is assign to every Lego Piece.

5.3 Post-taskQuestionnaire
Answers to the post-task questionnaire show that the majority of the participants found the
assembly instructions easy to understand (Q1: median=7 - totally agree). Analysing the answers to
question Q2, the preference order of conditions seems related to the completion time obtained with
each condition. For instance, twenty six participants indicated C3-HMD as their preferred condition
and all were faster with this condition. Moreover, the participants who considered C1-Touch as
their second preference achieved their second best time with this condition, and the participants
who considered C2-Movement as the least preferred achieved their worst time with this condition.

Although participants preferred condition C3-HMD it must be noticed (Q3) that 5 out of 27
participants reported symptoms of nausea, sickness and/or disorientation, after using this condition,
which may cause significant impact in the participants performance for long periods of usage.
While the device used is a robust VR HMD, the camera resolution remains very limited, displaying
a blurred representation of the real world when in video see-through AR mode, which in turns
impacts the experience. In addition, previous work also suggest that video see-through systems
often suffer from increased latency, which may also contribute to the cybersickness symptoms
[14, 17].
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Another limitation, is the fact that it is limited to a specific physical space, due to set up constrains
as it requires two tracking cameras and a computer with solid characteristics, which also translate
into an expensive investment. As such, conditions C1 and C2 may prove a good compromise
between an efficient and accurate interaction mechanism, portability and budget.

As questions Q5 to Q9 were answered using an ordinal scale and each user performed the three
conditions (matched sample) the equality of medians was tested with the Friedman test (non
parametric ANOVA). In all cases there were significant differences between condition C3-HMD
and each of the other conditions (C1-Touch and C2-Movement); however, no differences were
found between these latter conditions, suggesting they were considered as generally similar by the
participants. Details concerning the analysis of the answers to each question are presented next.

Regarding Q5, all interactionmethods were classified as intuitive by all participants. Yet, condition
C3-HMD stands out as the most intuitive (median = 7), as expected, and condition C2-Touch as the
less intuitive (median = 5). The Friedman test rejected the null hypothesis -equality of medians (p-
value=0.000), indicating differences among methods; in pairwise comparisons significant differences
were found between C2-Movement and C3-HMD (p-value=0.000), as well as between C1-Touch
and C3-HMD (p-value=0.006).
Condition C3-HMD also presents the better results (median = 7) regarding the ease to place

virtual pieces in the correct pose (Q6). The Friedman test rejected the null hypothesis - equality of
medians (p-value=0.000), indicating differences amongmethods; in pairwise comparisons significant
differences were found between C2-Movement and C3-HMD (p-value=0.000), as well as between
C1-Touch and C3-HMD (p-value=0.000). Despite, all participants believe the accuracy associated
with all interaction methods could improve with training (Q8) and no significant differences among
methods were found.
Regarding Q7, the participants considered that in general the methods do not have irritating

characteristics; however condition C2-Movement was the least favorite and gathered some specific
comments. For instance, one participant stated that "Although the interaction was easy to understand,
it was hard to execute. The metaphor used seemed easier than condition 1, but after testing it, it was not
as easy as expected". Another participant shared this idea, reporting that "This method was intuitive
enough in the sense that it came closer to direct interaction. Nevertheless, it took me some time to
adjust to do the fine movements required to mount the model".

Moreover, participants highlighted this condition was difficult to master and should provide some
additional mechanisms in the user interface in order to display the distance between the virtual
piece and its desired pose, or even changing the piece color between a specific set of colors, thus
easing the placement process. Some users also complained about the accuracy required to place the
pieces in the desired pose and the lack of feedback. These complaints happened when the pieces
were misaligned. For example, users reported that the perspective effect led them to think that the
pieces were sometimes above or below the desired pose and they did not know what to do. As in
previous cases, the Friedman test rejected the null hypothesis -equality of medians (p-value=0.000),
indicating differences among methods; in pairwise comparisons significant differences were found
once more between C2-Movement and C3-HMD (p-value=0.000), as well as between C1-Touch and
C3-HMD (p-value=0.033).

Regarding Q9, degree of satisfaction, the three conditions, C1-Touch, C2-Movement and C3-HMD,
obtained the medians of 5, 4 and 7, respectively. The Friedman test rejected the null hypothesis -
equality of medians (p-value=0.000), indicating differences amongmethods; in pairwise comparisons
significant differences were found once more between C2-Movement and C3-HMD (p-value=0.000),
as well as between C1-Touch and C3-HMD (p-value=0.000).
Concerning future improvements, participants identified the following AR enhancements: pre-

sentation of hints (lines, circular arrows and/or others) to improve the guiding process required
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to manipulate the pieces into the correct poses, thus allowing to recover from localization and/or
orientation errors more easily. When ask about other interaction methods which could be a good
alternative, participants suggested: haptic gloves, hand recognition and a mix between the charac-
teristics of conditions 1 and 2.

Participants also recognized that the AR methods could be more beneficial when applied to more
complex tasks. Hence, a new study including more complex tasks and a larger group of participants
must be conducted to obtain more significant results, providing more insight concerning the
proposed methods.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Several industry applications are starting to use Augmented Reality (AR) for assisting in assembly
tasks due to its great potential. This paper presented a prototype using three different AR-based
interaction methods for assembly procedures (Touch gestures using a mobile device; Mobile Device
movement; Controllers and See-through HMD). A controlled user study was performed with 27
participants to compare the performance, ease of use and acceptance of the methods using a case
study based on brick blocks. Participants were faster using the AR condition based on the use of
controllers and a See-through HMD. It also appears that the mobile device movement condition
seems to require training to be correctly used as the time to place the first piece was significantly
higher with this condition. Although participants also preferred HMD-controllers condition, the
device used displays a blurred representation of the real world, which some participants report to
have caused symptoms of nausea, sickness and/or disorientation. Therefore, for long periods of
usage, this condition can cause an impact in the users experience.
The study presents some limitations, namely because the See-through HMD condition is sig-

nificantly different from the handheld conditions This had a significant impact on the results as
the direct manipulation is a more effective interaction but also causes some discomfort to users.
Further studies with all the interactions implemented in a HMD set-up (inclusive handheld ones)
might be a possibility to minimize differences between the set-ups and realize a better comparison.
Also, the task used (Lego car assembly) is fairly simple. The use of a more complex and realistic
task might show more clearly the benefits and limitations of the different methods.
Work will continue through the integration of these methods into a collaborative AR platform

for co-located cooperation. Collaborative scenarios provide an interesting challenge and literature
shows few works exist that aim to explore interaction methods in such scenarios. Therefore, we aim
to conduct a large scale collaborative user-testing to obtain more insight concerning: which method
stands out in a collaborative context and why, user awareness, interest and social interaction.
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